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A Selection of Courses taught at the Department of Korean Studies at Ruhr-University Bochum 

Our routinely offered Korean language classes and introductory courses (which comprise history, literature and 

intellectual history) enable you to develop solid language skills and foundational knowledge concerning Korea. 

On this basis, modules such as “Modern Korea” (KB-06) and “Practicing Methods of Korean Studies” (KB-07) 

then offer a variety of topics and themes in the third year of study. These modules help you to deepen your 

knowledge and improve your methodological skills in Korean Studies. The M.A.-program features three main 

modules (KM-01 (Literature), KM-03 (History) and KM-04 (Intellectual History)) as well as further, freely 

selectable modules (KM-05 and KM-06) which likewise treat a wide array of topics and themes. The list below 

is meant to give you a quick overview of a selection of courses taught at the Department of Korean Studies at 

Ruhr-University Bochum. 

 

Summer semester 2012 

- North Korean Society and Culture (KB-06) 

- Historiography in Korea (KM-03) 

- Pragmatic Dimensions of religious Texts in East Asian Buddhism (KM-06) 

- The Reception of East Asian Religions in Western Modernity (KM-06) 

- Metaphors in East Asian religious History (KM-06) 

- The first Historiographers of Literature in Korea (KM-06) 

 

Winter semester 2012/2013 

- Cartography and Atlases: Perception of self and other in Korea (KB-07) 

- Sources and Resources of Korean Studies (KB-07/KM-06) 

- Korean Thinkers of the early to mid. 19th century 

- Reading Buddhist Texts: Hua-yen / Hwaŏm Texts (KM-06) 

- Ritual Texts of Korean Buddhism (KM-06) 

 

Summer semester 2013 

- Korean Society in the Ruhr Region (KB-06) 

- The History of the 20th century as reflected in Korean Literature (KB 07) 

- Ch’an, Sŏn and Zen Buddhism (KB-07/KM-06) 

- Korean Culture and Society during the Colonial Era (KM-03) 

- Intertextuality and Translation between sijo and hansi (KM-06) 

- Documents on Koryŏ’s Foreign Relations (KM-06) 

- Text and Picture in East Asian Buddhism (KM-06) 

- An Introduction to Written Manchurian (KM-05) 
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Winter semester 2013/2014 

- Religion and Politics in Modern Korea (KB-06) 

- China and Korea around 1600 (KB-07/KM-06) 

- Korean Historiography and its Sources (KB-07/KM-06) 

- The Colonial Era and Modernity in Korea (KB-07) 

- Modern Geography and Territorial Depiction in Korea (KB-07/KM-06) 

- Pak Chiwŏn’s Yŏrha ilgi as Historiography and Literature (KM-01) 

- The Reception of ‘Chuang-tzu’ in Buddhism (KM-06) 

- Written Manchurian I (KM-05) 

 

Summer semester 2014 

- Uses of Culture in contemporary Korean Society (KB-06) 

- National Symbols of Korea, their Meaning and Significance (KB-07) 

- The Northern Regions of the Korean Peninsula, Past and Present (KM-03) 

- Animals in Korean Literature (KM-06) 

- Korean Science-Fiction: Literature and Film (KM-06) 

 

Winter semester 2014/2015 

- Progress and Modernization in premodern Korea?  

On the so-called Sirhak and other Ideas during late Chosŏn times (KB-06) 

- Korean Historiography and its Sources (KB-07/KM-06) 

- Language Ideologies in Korea from Chosŏn times to the Present (KM-04) 

- Barbarians and the Chinese: Alterity as reflected in Religious Texts from  

China, Korea and Japan (KM-06) 

- Korean in the Media (KM-06) 

 

Summer semester 2015 

- Socio-politically relevant Issues and Questions in Modern Korea.  

A discourse-analytic Approach (KB-06) 

- Korean Poetry of the Colonial Era (KB-06) 

- Professional Groups and their Transformations in premodern and early modern  

Korea (15th to 20th centuries) (KM-06) 

- The History of Law in Korea (KM-06) 

- Hua-yen / Hwaŏm Texts (KM-06) 

 

Winter semester 2015/2016 

- The Korean War as a sociopolitical caesura (KB-07 & KM-06) 

- Chinese and Korean theories regarding language and linguistic diversity (KM-04 & KM-06) 

- Anthologies in Korean cultural history (KM-01) 

- Social movements in modern Korea (KB-06 & KM-06) 

- Korea at war: 1945-1975 (KB-07 & KM-06) 

- Tutorial: Studying Korean Studies successfully 
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Summer semester 2016 

- Translating and translations in Korean cultural history (KB-07) 

- Language nationalism during kaehwagi and the colonial era (KB-07 & KB-06) 

- Hanmun for students of Korean Studies (KB-04) 

- Political movements and their understanding of history in South Korea (KB-06) 

- Religion and politics in modern Korea (KB-06) 

- Ŭigwe as a source in Korean Studies (KM-06) 

- Transmissions of the strange: chŏn’gi in Korea (KM-06) 

- The perception of the world and international relations in Korea until the early 20th century (KM-03) 

 

Winter semester 2016/2017 

- Literary translation: A seminar including a workshop with the author Kim Sum (KB-06 & KM-06) 

- »Two states – one nation?« - The political systems of North and South Korea and the question of 

reunification (KB-06) 

- Places of cultural remembrance in 20th century Korea (KB-06 & KB-07) 

- Structures of government in Chosŏn dynasty Korea (KB-07) 

- Debates by intellectuals in Korea’s past and present (KM-04) 

- Diagrams in East Asian religions (KM-04) 

- Reading Classical Korean (KM-05) 

 

Summer semester 2017 

- Approaching Korean Culture through Music (KB-06) 

- Diglossia in premodern Korea (KB-06) 

- Socio-political issues in contemporary Korea (KB-07) 

- The specific characteristics of Korea’s socio-political development (KB-07) 

- Gender relations in Korea’s past and present (KM-03) 

- Autonomy and dissent in premodern China and Korea (KM-04) 

- Reading Middle Korean (Nogŏltae) (KM-05) 

- Linguistic problems of the Korean language (KM-06) 


